Sunday July 17 2022, 22:30

QUATUOR HANSON
Anton Hanson, violin
Jules Dussap, violin
Gabrielle Lafait, viola
Simon Dechambre, violoncello

Wolfgang Rihm (b. 1952)
String Quartet No. 4 (1981), 17’
I. Agitato – Allegro alla marcia – Allegro ma non troppo
II. Con Moto – Allegro – Andante – Allegro molto
III. Adagio

10:00 Artist talk
15:30 Kebyart
20:00 Concerto Copenhagen
22:30 Quatuor Hanson
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Wolfgang Rihm (b. 1952):
String Quartet No. 4 (1981)
German Wolfgang Rihm is among today’s most
prominent composers. His uncompromising works
stand on the shoulders of Central European
modernists such as Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz
Stockhausen. Rihm is an artist who creates new
things through knowledge of the past. Rihm himself
speaks of the pursuit of “the aesthetics of freedom in
art”, but says in the same breath “that thinking freely
means considering the premises. For he who knows
nothing can not be original, as he every moment
believes in the original without being there. I myself
am bound to the tradition and am in deep debt to,
for example, Beethoven, Schumann, Debussy,
Wagner, Scönberg and Varese: With all these
composers, I am fascinated by their individual
independence. However, one aspect is always the
same: Freedom is always freedom from the
contemporary. ”
Wolfgang Rihm has composed 13 string quartets.
String Quartet No. 4 is extremely emotional, full of
violent contrasts, passionate outbursts and
fragmented expressions. The structure of the work
with two fast movements and a slow farewell finale
is atypical, but it still creates the feeling that the hefty
unison opening structurally corresponds with the
resigning and dying ending almost 20 minutes later.
1st movement is dominated by an ascending motif
that gradually takes the form of a march. The second
movement also changes character along the way
when the bombastic introduction changes to an Aria,
whose romantic cantabile expression, however, turns
out to be short-lived. A long pause follows before the
finale, which begins ethereally silent but briefly flares
up before the lights go out and the music sounds.
Mathias Hammer

Concerts with young talents have always been
fundamental for the Hindsgavl Festival, and we are
always on the look-out for young and upcoming
artists – both in Denmark and abroad.
The ambitious French quartet, Quatuor Hanson who
has been playing together for about 10 years, doesn’t
limit itself when it comes to repertoire. Anton
Hanson (violin), Jules Dussap (violin), Gabrielle
Lafait (viola) and Simon Dechambre (cello) have as
much passion for Haydn’s string quartets as for
newer composition for the same ensemble.
Indeed, Quatuor Hanson strives to make concert
programmes which represent composers from many
different periods, as this creates an increased focus
on the individual and different characters of the
works. They seek the contrasts which they claim only
increase the musical quality of the individual quartets.
The quartet released their first CD in 2019 – a
celebration of Haydn, the quartet’s solid foundation
– and they often work with some of the greatest
artists on the French chamber music scene like
Bruno Philippe and Bertrand Chamayou as well as
with other quartets like Quatuor Ébène.
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